
had forgotten it“ said Steve. 
So Alex annoyed, build a 
new portal and got gritting 
his teeth blazepowder and 
craft the rest ender eyes. 
Then they jumped into the 
end portal. The End cristals 
were quickly destroyed and 
the dragon was killed by 
beds and Steves Sharpness 
V sword. „Finaly done“ said 
Alex. Steve said: „ Sorry I 
forgot about the blaze 
powder in the nether…“ Alex 
replied:„ That everyone has 
their strengths and 
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weaknesses. Together we 
are strong.“   

The next time they went for 
an Elytra, but that`s a whole, 
new story.  
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On detours to the 
Stronghold 

geschrieben von Gabriel Poffet 

On a beautiful minecraft day, 
Alex was cooking and Steve 
was in the mine and farm 
diamonds. Steve was a man 
who was 1.80 Pixels tall. He 
is realy forgetful, but also 
peaceful. Alex was also 
1.80 Pixels tall. He was 
smart and sometimes scary. 
Together they was a good 
team. 
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Steve come out of the mine 
and said to Alex „So now we 
have enough diamonds full 
suit of armour and a sword 
for each of us.“ Alex was 
happy, he asked „Did you 
also bring eight gold so that 
we wouldn`t be attacked by 
the piglins?“ Steve just 
nodded. This make Alex 
happy and handed Steve his 
64 beef he had cooked. 
„Then we are ready for the 
nether?“ asked Steve. 
„Sure“ said Alex. So they 
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built a nether portal out of 
ten obsidian. Alex then lit it 
on fire. The spawn in the 
nether was very good. They 
spawned in a crimson 
forest. They found in the 
surrounding area. They 
picked up three gold blocks 
and ran back to the portal. 
When they arrived at the 
portal, they went in the 
opposite direction and 
directly he found a nether 
fortress. They farmed Blaze 
rods. So that they didn`t lose 
everything when they fell into 
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lava, they put the most 
important things in a chest. 
After the nether, they ran 
back to the overworld and 
killed endermans. Each 
dropped luckley at least one 
ender pearl. After a relaxing 
night, Alex and Steve walked 
towards the stronghold. 
Once there, they had to kill a 
few monsters until they 
reached the end protal. Alex 
said:„ Give me your 
blazepowder so we can go 
to the End.“ „Oh no, this is in 
the chest in the nether….. I 
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